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Abstract. Of the many image fusion methods, the discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) and various pyramids (e.g., the Laplacian pyramid) are
among the most common and effective. For quantitative evaluation of the
quality of fused imagery, the root mean square error (RMSE) is the most
reasonable measure of quality if a ‘‘ground truth’’ image is available;
otherwise, the entropy, spatial frequency, or image quality index (IQI) can
be calculated and evaluated. Here, an advanced discrete wavelet trans-
form (aDWT) method that incorporates principal component analysis
(PCA) and morphological processing into a regular DWT fusion algo-
rithm is presented. Specifically, a principle vector is derived from two
input images and then applied to two of the images’ approximation co-
efficients at the highest DWT transform scale. For the detail coefficients
at each transform scale, the larger absolute values are chosen and sub-
jected to a neighborhood morphological processing procedure that
serves to verify the selected pixels by using a ‘‘filling’’ and ‘‘cleaning’’
operation. Furthermore, the aDWT has two adjustable parameters—the
number of DWT decomposition levels and the length of the selected
wavelet that determinately affect the fusion result. An iterative fusion
process that was optimized with the established metric—IQI—is then
implemented. Experimental results tested on four types of inhomoge-
neous imagery show that the iterative aDWT achieves the best fusion
compared to the pyramid or the DWT methods judged on both the IQI
metric and visual inspection. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation En-
gineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1871812]

Subject terms: image fusion; image pyramid; image quality index; iterative fusion;
spatial frequency; wavelet transform.
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1 Introduction

Along with the development of new imaging sensors arise
the requirement for a meaningful combination of all em-
ployed imaging sources~i.e., image fusion!. There are
many applications of image fusion, some of which include
medical imaging, remote sensing, nighttime operations, an
multispectral imaging. A general definition of image fusion
has been stated as ‘‘the combination of two or more differ-
ent images to form a new image by using a certain
algorithm.’’1 The actual fusion process can take place a
different levels of information representation. A generic
categorization of these different levels can be sorted in as
cending order of abstraction: pixel, feature, and decision
levels. This paper focuses on the so-called pixel-level fu
sion process, whereby a composite image must be built o
multiple ~typically two! input images.

Image fusion is a tool that serves to combine multi-
source imagery by using advanced image processing tec
niques. Specifically, it aims at the integration of disparate
and complementary data to enhance the information appa
ent in the images, as well as to increase the reliability of the
interpretation—ultimately leading to more accurate data2
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and increased utility.3–4 In addition, it has been shown tha
fused data can provide for robust operational performa
of human users achieved through increased confidence
duced ambiguity, improved reliability, and improve
classification.3,5

A general framework of image fusion can be found
Ref. 6. In pixel-level image fusion, some gener
requirements7 are imposed on the fusion result:~1! the fu-
sion process should preserve all relevant information of
input imagery in the composite image~pattern conserva-
tion! and ~2! the fusion scheme should not introduce a
artifacts or inconsistencies that would distract the hum
observer or disrupt subsequent processing stages. Co
quently, quantitative evaluation of the quality of fused im
agery is considered very important for an objective co
parison of different types of fusion algorithm performanc
In addition, a quantitative metric can potentially be used
feedback to the fusion algorithm to further improve fus
image quality.

Driven by the wide range of applications for image f
sion, many fusion algorithms have been developed—t
common methods being the discrete wavelet transform8–11

~DWT! and various pyramids12,13 ~such as the Laplacian
contrast, gradient, and morphological pyramids!—whereas
-1 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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only a few metrics are available for quantitative evaluat
of the quality of fused imagery. For example, the root me
square error~RMSE! is the most natural measure of imag
quality if a ‘‘ground truth’’ image is available; however, fo
realistic image fusion problems, there are no ground tru
The spatial frequency~SF! or entropy have been used
measure how much information is contained in an ima
and have been subsequently used in the fusion rules~i.e.,
the rules that decide which input should be selected for
fused image!,14 but they cannot directly measure the fus
image quality. Beauchemin et al. presented a method
uses local variance for image fusion assessment15 that still
requires a comparison with the measurement of gro
truth. Leung et al. proposed the image noise index~INI !
based on entropy calculation to measure the fused im
quality.16 However, this method requires the exact reve
process of an image fusion procedure, which is almost
practical to be realized for most fusion processes such
DWT or pyramid fusion methods. Piella and Heijmans
cently presented a new metric for image fusion, the ima
quality index17 ~IQI!, which measures how similar th
fused image is to both input images by evaluating th
correlation and distortion. The values of IQI are with
@0,1# regardless of image content, where the ideal value
~if two input images are identical!. In addition, the IQI
value is easily computed and fairly accurate~compared to
other available metrics!. Therefore, this IQI metric can b
used to direct an iterative fusion process that updates
parameters based on the IQI value, thus enabling the
parameter settings~thereby producing the ideal fused ve
sion of the input images! for different imagery.

Besides the various pyramid methods, an advan
wavelet transform (aDWT) method that incorporates prin
cipal component analysis~PCA! and morphological pro-
cessing into a regular DWT fusion algorithm was recen
presented.18 Furthermore, experimental results showed
important relationship between the fused image quality
the wavelet properties:18 a higher level of DWT decompo
sition ~with smaller image resolution at higher scale! or a
lower order of wavelets~with shorter length! usually re-
sulted in a more sharpened fused image. This means
we can use the level of DWT decomposition and the len
of a wavelet as the parameters of an iterative DWT-ba
fusion algorithm. Together with the IQI metric, an iterativ
aDWT can be realized.

The subsequent sections of this paper are organize
follows. The currently used metrics—RMSE, IQI, an
SF—are presented in Sec. 2, where the extension of S
developed. Next is a full description of pyramid metho
and theaDWT followed by the introduction of the iterative
aDWT that is directed by the IQI metric. Last, the expe
mental results and discussion are presented, followed
conclusions.

2 Image Quality Metrics

As mentioned in the introduction, the general requireme
of an image fusion process are that it should preserve
valid and useful pattern information from the source i
ages, while at the same time not introducing artifacts t
could interfere with subsequent analyses.19 However, it is
almost impossible to combine images without introduc
some form of distortion. In the current body of fusion li
037003Optical Engineering
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erature, image fusion results tend to be evaluated by ins
tion ~i.e., visually! or objectively ~e.g., by either human
performance or image-quality measures!. Here, we focus
on quantitative image-quality metrics that can be carr
out automatically by computers. Three commonly us
measures are described in the following, one of whi
RMSE, requires a reference~ground truth! image, while the
others do not. Note, however, that the best criterion sho
be linked with the specific application.

2.1 RMSE

The RSME between the reference image~ground truth! and
the fused image is

RMSE5H ( i 51
M ( j 51

N @ I R~ i , j !2I F~ i , j !#2

M3N J 1/2

, ~1!

whereI R( i , j ) andI F( i , j ) are the image pixel values of th
reference image and the fused image, respectively, anM
3N is the image size.

2.2 Image Quality Index

The IQI was recently introduced by Wang and Bovik20

Given two sequencesx5(x1 ,...,xn) and y5(y1 ,...,yn),
let x̄ denote the mean ofx, and letsx andsxy denote the
variance ofx and covariance ofx andy, respectively. The
global quality index of two vectors is defined as

Q0~x,y!5
4sxyxy

~ x̄21 ȳ2!~sx
21sy

2!
, ~2!

which can be decomposed as

Q0~x,y!5
sxy

sxsy

2xy

x̄21 ȳ2

2sxsy

sx
21sy

2 . ~3!

Note that the first component in Eq.~3! is the correlation
coefficient betweenx andy. This value is a measure for th
similarity of the vectorsx and y, and takes on values be
tween 21 and 1. Keep in mind that in this case~image
quality evaluation!, the valuesxi andyi are positive gray-
scale values. The second component in Eq.~3! corresponds
to the luminance distortion which has a dynamic range
@0,1#. The third factor in Eq.~3! measures the contrast dis
tortion, its range is also@0,1#. In summary,Q0P@0,1#; and
the maximum valueQ051 is achieved whenx and y are
identical.

Piella and Heijmans introduced a weighting procedu
into the Q0 calculation,17 where S(I A) denotes the ‘‘sa-
liency’’ of image A. It should reflect the local relevance o
imageA that can depend on local variance, contrast, sha
ness, or entropy. Given the local saliencies of two inp
images,A and B, we compute a local weightl indicating
the relative importance of imageA compared to imageB:
the largerl, the more weight is given to imageA. A typical
choice forl is

l5S~ I A!/@S~ I A!1S~ I B!#. ~4!

Then, the fused image quality measure~i.e., the weighted
image quality index! can be defined as
-2 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Zheng, Essock, and Hansen: Advanced discrete wavelet transform . . .
Qw5lQ0~ I A ,I F!1~12l!Q0~ I B ,I F!. ~5!

Since image signals are generally nonstationary, i
more appropriate to measure the weighted image qua
index Qw over local regions~e.g., by parsing the entire
image into a set of ‘‘blocks’’! and then combine the differ
ent results into a single measure. Piella and Heijmans
suggested using local variance as the saliency of an im
i.e., S(I A)5sA .

2.3 Spatial Frequency

SF is used to measure the overall activity level of
image,21 which is defined as follows.

SF5@~RF!21~CF!2#1/2, ~6!

where RF and CF are row frequency and column freque
respectively.

RF5H 1

MN (
i 51

M

(
j 52

N

@ I ~ i , j !2I ~ i , j 21!#2J 1/2

, ~7a!

CF5H 1

MN (
j 51

N

(
i 52

M

@ I ~ i , j !2I ~ i 21,j !#2J 1/2

. ~7b!

Similar to the definitions of RF and CF, spatial frequen
along two diagonal directions@see Fig. 1~b!#, termed as
main diagonal SF~MDF! and secondary diagonal S
~SDF!, can be defined as

MDF5H wd

1

MN (
i 52

M

(
j 52

N

@ I ~ i , j !2I ~ i 21,j 21!#2J 1/2

, ~8a!

SDF5H wd

1

MN (
j 51

N21

(
i 52

M

@ I ~ i , j !2I ~ i 21,j 11!#2J 1/2

, ~8b!

where wd51/& is a distance weight; similarly it can b
considered thatwd51 in Eqs.~7a! and ~7b!.

Then the overall SF of an image becomes

SF5@~RF!21~CF!21~MDF!21~SDF!2#1/2, ~9!

which is a combination of four directional SFs@see
Fig. 1~a!#. With Eq. ~9! we can calculate and compare th
SFs of input images or the fused image (SFF).

Fig. 1 Illustration of SF calculation where each small square de-
notes a pixel: (a) four-directional SFs with arrows pointed to the
gradient directions and (b) two diagonal directions; where the
dashed lines stand for main diagonal directions and the dotted lines
represent secondary diagonal directions.
037003Optical Engineering
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2.4 Entropy

entropy52 (
l 50

L21

p~ l !log2 p~ l !, ~10!

wherep( l ) is the probability of gray levell ~which can be
computed by analyzing the image histogram!, and the dy-
namic range of the analyzed image is@0,L21# ~usually,
L5256).

3 Image Fusion Methods

3.1 Pyramid Methods

Image pyramids were initially described for a multiresol
tion image analysis and as a model for the binocular fus
in human vision.19,22An image pyramid can be described
collection of low- or bandpass copies of an original ima
in which both the band limit and sample density are
duced in regular steps. The basic strategy of image fus
based on pyramids is to use a feature selection rule to c
struct a fused pyramid representation from the pyramid r
resentations of the original images. The composite imag
obtained by taking the inverse pyramid transform. Seve
pyramid-based fusion schemes have been propo
recently,22–33 and they are briefly reviewed next.

3.1.1 Laplacian pyramid

The Laplacian pyramid was first introduced as a model
binocular fusion in human stereo vision,19,22 where the
implementation used a Laplacian pyramid and a maxim
selection rule at each point of the pyramid transform. E
sentially, the procedure involves a set of bandpass copie
an image and is referred to as the Laplacian pyramid du
its similarity to a Laplacian operator. Each level of the L
placian pyramid is recursively constructed from its low
level by applying the following four basic steps: blurrin
~low-pass filtering!; subsampling~reduce size!; interpola-
tion ~expand!; and differencing23 ~to subtract two images
pixel by pixel!. In the Laplacian pyramid, the lowest leve
of the pyramid is constructed from the original image.

3.1.2 Ratio of low-pass pyramid and contrast
pyramid

The ratio of low-pass~RoLP! or contrast pyramid, which
was introduced by Toet24 and Toet et al.,25 is very similar to
a Laplacian pyramid. Originally the RoLP pyramid was e
plicitly intended for use by human observers. Every level
the RoLP pyramid is the ratio of two successive levels
the Gaussian pyramid. In Refs. 24 to 27, an RoLP pyram
and the maximum selection rule were used for visible-to
image fusion.

3.1.3 Gradient pyramid

The gradient pyramid can be generated by apply
gradient operators to each level of the Gaussian pyram28

This produces horizontal, vertical, and diagonal pyram
sets for each source in the Gaussian pyramid. Burt
Lolczynski29 proposed an image fusion scheme that w
based on a gradient pyramid and an activity measure wi
a small window rather than just a single point. In Ref. 3
-3 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Zheng, Essock, and Hansen: Advanced discrete wavelet transform . . .
Richard et al. demonstrated the qualitative and quantita
results of the preceding three image data fusion algorith
and their target signature variation.

3.1.4 Morphological pyramid

A morphological pyramid can be constructed by the succ
sive filtering of the original image with a sequence of no
linear morphological operators~such as the open-close fi
ter! and a specialized subsampling scheme.31 The
application of morphological pyramid to image fusion c
be referenced in Refs. 32 and 33.

3.2 DWT and aDWT Methods

As with a pyramid method, the regular DWT method
also a multiscale analysis method. In a regular DWT fus
process, DWT coefficients from two input images are fus
~pixel by pixel! by choosing the average of the approxim
tion coefficients at the highest transform scale and
larger absolute value of the detail coefficients at each tra

Fig. 2 Morphological processing (of a 333 region): (a) filling and
(b) cleaning. Shaded pixels were chosen from image A, and white
pixels were selected from image B.
037003Optical Engineering
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form scale. Then an inverse DWT is performed to obta
the fused image. In theaDWT method, PCA~Ref. 34! and
morphological processing are incorporated into the DW
fusion algorithm. Specifically, at each DWT scale of a p
ticular image, the DWT coefficients of a 2-D image cons
of four parts: approximation, horizontal detail, vertical d
tail, and diagonal detail. We then apply PCA to the tw
input images’ approximation coefficients at the highe
transform scale, that is, we fuse them by using the princ
eigenvector~corresponding to the larger eigenvalue! de-
rived from the two original images, as described by

CF5~a1CA1a2CB!/~a11a2!, ~11!

where CA and CB are approximation coefficients trans

Fig. 3 Diagram of a general iterative back-propagation fusion pro-
cess: A and B are input images and F is the fused image.
Fig. 4 Fusion metric distributions with varying parameters of DWT level (Ld) and wavelet length (Lw)
while fusing the simulated pair of ‘‘Lena-I2’’ for (a) distribution of IQI (Ld ,Lw) and (b) distribution of
RMSE (Ld ,Lw). (a) Shows a monotonically decreasing function of IQI (Ld). By comparing (a) and (b),
we see that two metrics (IQI and RMSE) are quite consistent, which means that a large IQI corre-
sponds a small RMSE.
-4 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Optic
Fig. 5 IQI distribution with varying parameters of DWT level (Ld) and wavelet length (Lw) while fusing
the medical image pair for (a) distribution of IQI (Ld ,Lw) and (b) distribution of IQI (Ld) and IQI
(Lw)—two slices of (a) at Lw54 and Ld54, respectively. (b) Clearly shows an almost increasing
function of IQI (Ld), while IQI (Lw) is locally fluctuating.
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formed from input imagesA andB; CF represents the fuse
coefficients; anda1 anda2 are the elements of the principa
eigenvector, which are computed by analyzing the origi
input images.~Note we do not analyzeCA and CB alone
because their sizes at the highest transform scale are
small to conduct an accurate result.! In practice, we have to
convert 2-D images into 1-D vectors by simply stacki
each image column by column so that the principle co
ponent can be computed. Note that the denominator in
~11! is used for normalization so that the fused image
the same energy distribution as the original input image

For the detail coefficients~the other three quarters of th
coefficients! at each transform scale, the larger absol
values are selected, followed by neighborhood morpholo
cal processing, which serves to verify the selected pixels
using a ‘‘filling’’ and ‘‘cleaning’’ operation~i.e., the opera-
tion fills or removes isolated pixels locally, as shown
Fig. 2!. For example, in the fused-coefficients image, if t
detail coefficient of the central pixel is selected from inp
image B, but the other eight surrounding coefficients a
selected from input imageA @as shown in Fig. 2~a!#, then a
filling operation will replace this central coefficient~from
imageB! with the one from imageA. The filling operation
takes no action when the number of the surrounding e
pixels had less than eight coefficients selected from im
A. Such an operation~similar to smoothing! can increase
the consistency of coefficient selection, thereby reduc
the distortion in the fused image.

Note that the highest DWT level (Ld max) that can be
decomposed depends on the input image size. However
size of smallest transformed image should not be less
232. Thus, we have

Ld max
5 int$ log2@min~M ,N!/min~m0 ,n0!#%, ~12!

where the image size isM3N, m03n0 represents the siz
037003al Engineering
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of transformed image by DWT at the highest scale, m
means taking the minimal value, and int signifies taking
integral part.

3.3 Iterative aDWT Directed by the IQI

A general iterative model for any image fusion procedure
proposed and is shown in Fig. 3. Here the IQI value
calculated to measure the fused image quality by
aDWT, then it is fed back to the fusion algorithm (aDWT)
to achieve a better fusion by directing parameter adju
ment. To make this model work properly, some requi
ments are imposed:~1! the fusion process must have som
adjusted parameters that definitely affect the metric va

Fig. 6 Image fusion with the simulated pair from image ‘‘Lena-I2.’’
The original image size is 5123512 pixels. All images were scaled
to fit in the paper space. (a) Lena image (reference or ground truth),
(b) input image A, (c) input image B, (d) image fused by iterative
aDWTi, (e) image fused by Laplacian pyramid, and (f) image fused
by regular DWT.
-5 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Table 1 The fused image quality evaluations of four metrics (entropy, SF, IQI, and RMSE).

Imagery Ref. Input A Input B Metric Lapl. Ratio Contr. Grad. Morph. DWT aDWT aDWTi

‘‘Lena-I1’’
(1,4)

(Ni55)

7.312 7.289 7.287 Entropy 7.457 7.378 7.441 7.416 7.353 7.427 7.443 7.442

20.979 16.375 18.621 SF 20.839 16.629 2.909 19.176 19.152 20.680 21.193 18.647

IQI 0.976 0.974 0.975 0.960 0.965 0.975 0.975 0.979

RMSE 3.048 5.997 1.640 13.908 8.760 1.853 2.713 2.646

‘‘Lena-I2’’
(1,4)

(Ni55)

7.312 7.365 7.30 Entropy 7.532 7.358 7.422 7.567 7.408 7.530 7.470 7.450

20.979 16.703 18.936 SF 21.107 15.293 18.518 19.890 19.673 21.306 21.713 18.886

IQI 0.962 0.958 0.962 0.952 0.955 0.960 0.966 0.972

RMSE 12.783 15.566 17.542 13.054 9.652 12.489 6.378 5.086

Eight fusion methods~five pyramids plus three DWTs! were tested on two simulated image pairs—‘‘Lena-I1’’ and ‘‘Lena-I2.’’ The converged paramete
aDWTi ~iterativeaWT)—the DWT level and the wavelet length (Ld ,Lw) and the number undergone iterations (Ni) are listed below the imagery name i
the first column. All seven noniterative fusion methods~expect foraDWTi) were done with default parameter (Ld ,Lw)5(4,4). The entropies and spatia
frequencies of the reference~ground truth! image and input images are also shown in the table.
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~2! there must be an ideal value for the metric that is u
as a ‘‘destination’’ for judging the iteration convergenc
and~3! the error of the metric values~obtained by subtract
ing the current metric value from the ideal metric valu!
should indicate the error direction that is used to direct
parameter adjustment~i.e., increment or decrement!. Re-
quirements 1 and 2 are necessary, while requirement
optional but will expedite the convergence of iteration.

Previous experiments18 have pointed to an important re
lationship between the fused image quality and the wav
properties, that is, a higher level DWT decomposition~with
smaller image resolution at higher scale! or a lower order of
wavelets~with a shorter length! usually resulted in a more
sharpened fused image. If measured with IQI, the va
usually tends to be large for a sharpened image. This me
that we can use the level of DWT decomposition (Ld) and
the length of a wavelet (Lw) as adjusted parameters of a
iterative aDWT algorithm. With the definition of IQI, we
know that it has an ideal value, 1, but it can not give t
error direction because 0,IQI<1.

Of course, a termination condition is required to stop
fusion iteration~Fig. 3!. The fusion iteration is designed t
stop when one of the following conditions is met:~1! con-
vergence at the destination point—the absolute value
~IQI-1!, i.e., abs~IQI-1!, is smaller than a designated tole
037003Optical Engineering
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f

ance error~for example, 0.005!; ~2! convergence at som
point but not at the destination point—that is, when there
no significant change of the IQI value between two ad
cent iterations~e.g., the change,0.0005!; ~3! no conver-
gence resulting from an IQI value that is decreasing
fluctuating but generally decreasing for subsequent ite
tions; and~4! no convergence resulting when the parame
boundaries are reached. In implementing the iteration o
fusion procedure, appropriate boundaries of varying para
eters should be designated based on the definition of
rameters and the context. The details of implementation
depicted in the next section.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

The experiments were organized to test a total of ei
image fusion algorithms~i.e., five pyramid-based and thre
DWT-based methods! on four types of imagery~already
well registered and with 256 gray levels!: ~1! two simulated
image pairs,~2! three frequently used samples,~3! image
intensified and IR paired images@obtained from the Army
Night Vision Electro-optic Sensors Directorate~NVESD!#,
and~4! near-IR and IR paired images~obtained by our lab!.
We applied each fusion method to the four imagery grou
and calculated their fusion performance with the four qu
titative measures. All experimental results are given
es
Table 2 The fused image quality evaluations of three metrics (entropy, SF and IQI).

Imagery Input A Input B Metric Lapl. Ratio Contr. Grad. Morph. DWT aDWT aDWTi

Clock
(6,7)

(Ni515)

6.978 6.924 Entropy 7.140 7.309 7.227 7.356 6.965 7.221 7.461 7.409

14.071 11.171 SF 13.235 11.033 16.095 12.222 12.150 14.238 16.339 16.540

IQI 0.889 0.808 0.928 0.876 0.855 0.894 0.924 0.927

Medical
(5,10)

(Ni514)

1.713 5.656 Entropy 6.468 3.595 1.741 6.455 5.738 5.689 6.787 6.874

21.334 20.858 SF 19.452 7.234 16.134 19.625 20.712 12.913 27.811 27.918

IQI 0.698 0.163 0.300 0689 0.600 0.425 0.750 0.780

Remote
(5,3)

(Ni514)

5.445 5.454 Entropy 7.272 6.996 6.902 7.597 6.616 7.091 7.370 7.251

53.769 46.857 SF 42.468 28.796 40.078 42.297 31.709 35.409 60.839 60.916

IQI 0.831 0.635 0.77 0.788 0.697 0.739 0.866 0.868

Eight fusion methods were tested on three commonly used samples. The converged parameters ofaDWTi2(Ld ,Lw) andNi are listed below the imagery
name in the first column. All seven noniterative fusion methods were done with default parameters (Ld ,Lw)5(4,4). The entropies and spatial frequenci
of input images are also shown in the table.
-6 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Tables 1 to 4 in Sec. 4.1 where the best~bold! and second
best ~italic! performances are highlighted. Some selec
fused images are illustrated in Figs. 6 to 13 in Sec. 4.1

For imagery where the ground truth image is availab
the RMSE is the most reasonable measure that indic
how close this fused image is to the ground truth. For i
agery without ground truths, however, the IQI is relative
reliable, which gives a value~between 0 and 1! as an indi-
cator of how similar the fused image is to both input im
ages. Since the potential artificial distortion during the
sion process can also increase the entropy or SF value
the fused image, no judgment can be made by directly c
paring the entropy or SF values~refer to Table 1 in Sec
4.1!. However, they still show how much information wa
contained in that image.

The DWT decomposition level,Ld54 ~used more often
in the image fusion literature!, was designated for all seve
fusion algorithms except for the iterativeaDWT (aDWTi).
In the regular DWT method, the second-order Daubech
wavelets ~a conventional choice! were used, while the
fourth-order symlets~as modifications to the Daubechie
family that are nearly symmetrical wavelets! were selected
for the aDWT. In the aDWTi, symlets were also selecte
with adjustable parameters of the DWT decomposit
level (Ld) and the wavelet length (Lw). The extreme values
of two parameters are given as 1<Ld<Ld max and 2<Lw

<10. Experiments showed that the function IQI (Ld) is
approximately monotonic~i.e., either increasing or decrea
ing! while IQI (Lw) changes in a less predictable fashi
~see Figs. 4 and 5!. In addition, varyingLd has a larger
impact on the fused image quality than changingLw .
Therefore, in the iterativeaDWT algorithm, parametersLd

and Lw were adjusted separately, which dramatically
duced the computation loads~refer to the number of itera
tions Ni in Table 1 in Sec. 4.1! comparing with jointly
varying parameters~for instance,Ni5839572 for a 512
3512 image! achieved with the following steps:~1! start-
ing with the given initializations ofLd51 andLw54; ~2!
next was to varyLd until IQI decreases;~3! with this fixed
Ld , changeLw from 2 to 10; ~4! last, find the maximum
IQI. The current experiments showed that this separate
rameter changing works perfectly to find the optimal I
~Table 2 in Sec. 4.1!.

4.1 Experimental Results

In the following analysis, all comparisons focused on t
IQI metric because there is no standard or reference v
for the entropy or SF metric, however, they are also giv
in all tables. To save space, five pyramid fusions were
breviated as: Lapl.~Laplacian!, Ratio, Contr. ~contrast!,
Grad.~gradient!, and Morph.~morphological!.

4.1.1 Two simulated image pairs (from ‘‘Lena’’)

Two input images were generated by filtering a given i
age@‘‘Lena’’ image, the ground truth or reference image,
shown in Fig. 6~a!# with a 535 Gaussian window. The
‘‘Lena’’ image was divided into 16 blocks, eight of whic
were randomly chosen to be blurred as one of the in
images, referred to as image A. The other eight blocks w
blurred to form image B. This resulted in ‘‘Lena’’ imager
037003Optical Engineering
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1 ~‘‘Lena-I1’’ !. A second set, ‘‘Lena’’ imagery 2~‘‘Lena-
I2’’ !, was constructed by further reducing 16 gray lev
after Gaussian blurring. The orthogonal stripes, as show
Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!, were caused by sliding the window
along image block borders. It is more difficult to fus
‘‘Lena-I2’’ perfectly because the input images differ i
terms of brightness and contrast. The image quality eva
ation results of the fused images by the eight algorithms
given in Table 1 where the converged parameters (Ld ,Lw)
and the number of iterations (Ni) for the aDWTi are also
shown ~below the imagery name!. For ‘‘Lena-I1,’’ judged
on RMSE, the best method is the contrast pyramid, ho
ever,aDWTi did the best according to the measures of IQ
For ‘‘Lena-I2,’’ the aDWTi had the best performance wit
both measures of RMSE and IQI, and theaDWT did the
second best based on the IQI measure. Only three fu
images~same as following figure illustrations! were illus-
trated in Figs. 6~d! to 6~f! because the Laplacian pyram
was shown to be the best among five pyramid methods,
the regular DWT was compared to theaDWTi. The fused
image by theaDWT was not shown here since it is quit
close to that ofaDWTi ~refer to the IQI measures in Tabl
1!. In fact, it is quite hard to visually examine the differen
between these fused images, especially from the sc
hardcopies.~That is particularly true for ‘‘Lena-I1,’’ which
is not displayed here.!

Figure 4 shows two function distributions of IQ
(Ld ,Lw) and RMSE (Ld ,Lw) while fusing the simulated
pair of ‘‘Lena-I2.’’ Figure 4~a! clearly shows that IQI (Ld)
is a monotonically decreasing function. By compari
Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, we see that two metrics~IQI and
RMSE! are very consistent, which means that a large I
corresponds to a small RMSE. The consistency betw
IQI and RMSE was also shown in Table 1, where f
‘‘Lena-I2,’’ the algorithm of smallest RMSE coincided with
that of largest IQI. In ‘‘Lena-I1,’’ the IQI corresponding to
the smallest RMSE~1.640! is 0.975, which is very close the
largest IQI, 0.979~where RMSE52.646).

4.1.2 Three frequently used samples

Three commonly used image samples that were tested
cluded two clocks imaged at different focal planes; tw
different types of medical imagery@computed tomography
~CT! and magnetic resonance imaging~MRI!# and a pair of
remote sensing images~IR and low-light sensors!. The
quantitative assessments of the fused images are liste
Table 2. For the medical and remote pairs, theaDWTi’s
performance was the best according to the metric of I
and theaDWT was the second best. For the clock pair, t
contrast pyramid did the best with IQI (Contr.)50.928,
however, the IQI (aDWTi) 50.927 is a very close second
The fused images are shown in Figs. 7–9. Perceptually,
aDWTi fused images appear to look the best, although t
was not measured empirically. Note that no postprocess
was imposed on these fused images.

Figure 5~a! shows the evaluation of function IQ
(Ld ,Lw) while fusing the medical image pair. Figure 5~b!
shows the distributions of IQI (Ld) and IQI (Lw)—two
slices of Fig. 5~a! at Lw54 andLd54, respectively. Figure
-7 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Fig. 7 Image fusion with off-focus images (5123512 pixels): (a) input image A, (b) input image B, (c)
image fused by iterative aDWTi, (d) image fused by Laplacian pyramid, and (e) image fused by regular
DWT.

Fig. 8 Image fusion with medical images (2563256 pixels): (a) image A (CT), (b) image B (MRI), (c)
image fused by iterative aDWTi, (d) image fused by Laplacian pyramid, and (e) image fused by regular
DWT.

Fig. 9 Image fusion with remote sensing images (5123512 pixels): (a) image A (IR), (b) image B (low
light), (c) image fused by iterative aDWTi, (d) image fused by Laplacian pyramid, and (e) image fused
by regular DWT.

Fig. 10 Image fusion with the image pair NVESD10 (5313401 pixels) from NV-I1: (a) image A (II), (b)
image B (IR), (c) image fused by iterative aDWTi (IQI50.817), (d) image fused by Laplacian pyramid
(IQI50.716), and (e) image fused by regular DWT (IQI50.565).

Table 3 The optimization traces of three metrics while fusing the medical pair with the iterative aDWT
(aDWTi).

(Ld ,Lw) (1,4) (2,4) (3,4) (4,4) (5,4) (6,4) (5,2) (5,6) (5,8) „5,10…

Entropy 6.171 6.419 6.607 6.787 6.820 6.825 6.834 6.844 6.850 6.874

SF 20.289 23.257 26.838 27.811 28.227 28.213 29.347 27.766 27.949 27.918

IQI 0.616 0.639 0.710 0.750 0.772 0.765 0.771 0.779 0.779 0.780

The aDWTi algorithm tried the fusion with parameters~6,4!, but finally Ld55 was selected~with larger IQI! to enter next iterations of varyingLw . Only
the evaluations of even numbers ofLw were given here to just simplify the table.
037003-8Optical Engineering March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Table 4 The means and standard deviations (Std. dev.) of three metrics (entropy, SF and IQI).

Imagery Statis. Input A Input B Metric Lapl. Ratio Contr. Grad. Morph. DWT aDWT aDWTi

NV-I1
NVESD
24 pairs

Mean 5.968 6.833 Entropy 6.926 6.470 6.770 6.946 6.837 6.798 7.158 7.261

10.277 13.750 SF 13.900 10.018 14.398 13.676 13.258 13.503 16.710 16.366

IQI 0.772 0.495 0.672 0.722 0.739 0.640 0.796 0.819

Std.
dev.

0.625 0.237 Entropy 0.336 0.605 0.418 0.359 0.407 0.391 0.208 0.202

2.853 1.780 SF 1.645 2.401 3.194 1.980 1.875 1.682 1.904 1.913

IQI 0.062 0.112 0.101 0.065 0.064 0.060 0.079 0.070

NV-12
Lab
28 pairs

Mean 5.590 5.936 Entropy 7.001 6.512 6.636 7.075 6.857 6.898 7.077 7.177

15.300 24.954 SF 20.999 15.209 22.022 20.570 20.483 19.387 28.166 27.773

IQI 0.754 0.468 0.544 0.712 0.708 0.671 0.766 0.788

Std.
dev.

1.125 0.641 Entropy 0.458 0.784 0.858 0.432 0.432 0.417 0.584 0.538

6.505 9.264 SF 6.888 4.334 7.221 6.597 6.079 6.012 9.345 9.064

IQI 0.069 0.160 0.171 0.071 0.071 0.073 0.062 0.063

Eight fusion methods were tested on the NV-I1~NVESD, 24 pairs! and the NV-I2~Lab, 28 pairs!. All seven noniterative fusion methods were done w
default parameters (Ld ,Lw)5(4,4). The converged parameters ofaDWTi (Ld ,Lw) are dependent on the input image pair and the means of iteration
Ni(NV-I1) 513.833,Ni(NV-I12)513.607.
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5~b! shows an almost increasing function of IQI (Ld),
while IQI (Lw) contains local fluctuations.

The optimization traces of the three metrics obtain
after fusing the medical imagery pair with the iterati
aDWT (aDWTi) algorithm are presented in Table 3. F
sion with theaDWTi algorithm was tried with parameter
values of~6,4! during the iteration of varyingLd , but fi-
nally the best result~in the sense of IQI! given by
(Ld ,Lw)5(5,4) was selected, the algorithm then ente
the next iteration of varyingLw . Eventually, the maximum
of IQI ~50.780! was chosen as the final result of th
aDWTi.

4.1.3 Two types of night vision imagery

Two types of night vision imagery were tested in the c
rent experiments:~1! 24 pairs of image intensified~II ! and
IR night-vision images~Army NVESD imagery, NV-I1!
taken outdoors and~2! 28 pairs of near-IR and IR image
~Lab imagery, NV-I2! that were obtained both indoors an
outdoors~Indigo Systems, Inc., IR and near-IR Phoen
cameras!. The source images were moderately noisy due
collection conditions. Therefore, to suppress the noise
2-D median filter~with a 333 sliding window! was first
applied to all images before any fusion operation. This i
common preprocessing practice in fusing nighttime im
ery; moreover, denoised images were used for all three
gorithms ~appropriate to compare the fused images!. The
037003Optical Engineering
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filtered images are not shown here, but this filtering ope
tion was not detrimental to the fused image quality@see
Fig. 10~c! to ~e!#. The complete assessments of the eig
algorithms along with three evaluation measures are lis
in Table 4. Here, the means and standard deviations of
formance over all images in each group were comput
Although the image contents varied considerably, the av
aged values still give a sense of an algorithm’s perf
mance. Keep in mind that the IQI values are always
tween @0,1# no matter what the analyzed image conte
were. Judging from the IQI values, theaDWTi did the best,
and theaDWT was the second best. Two typical pairs we
drawn from each group and are illustrated in Figs. 10–
The aDWTi results appear the best on causal visu
inspection.

Since there were multiple image pairs for the night
sion image sets, we were able to conduct a statistical an
sis of the different IQI values produced by each fusi
method examined in the current set of experiments. Spe
cally, a between-groups one-way analysis of varian
~ANOVA ! was performed on the IQI measures of bo
night vision imagery sets. Bonferroni-adjusted post-ho
were used for the multiple comparison portion of the ana
sis. The significant main effects were as follows: for NV-I
F(7,184)542.327, p,0.0005 and for NV-12,F(7,216)
534.855, p,0.0005. For NV-I1~NVESD imagery!, the
performance of aDWTi was significantly better (p
Fig. 11 Image fusion with the image pair NVESD11 (5313401 pixels) from NV-I1: (a) image A (II), (b)
image B (IR), (c) image fused by iterative aDWTi (IQI50.795), (d) image fused by Laplacian pyramid
(IQI50.768), and (e) image fused by regular DWT (IQI50.602).
-9 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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Opt
Fig. 12 Image fusion with the image pair Lab09 (2203220 pixels) from NV-I2: (a) Image a (near IR),
(b) image B (IR), (c) image fused by iterative aDWTi (IQI50.756), (d) image fused by Laplacian
pyramid (IQI50.708), and (e) image fused by regular DWT (IQI50.543).
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,0.015) than that of other six methods except foraDWT.
For NV-12 ~Lab imagery!, the performance ofaDWTi was
significantly better (p,0.016) than the other five method
except foraDWT and Laplacian pyramid.

4.2 Discussion

In the analysis described in the preceding sections, the m
rics of entropy and SF were not described in detail. In fa
the SF is a more reliable and sensitive measure than
entropy. From the SF definition in Eq.~9!, the value of SF
reflects the detail or edge information contained in that
age, thus it is sensitive to minor intensity changes in
image. Figure 14 shows the metric comparison betw
RMSE and SF, while fusing ‘‘Lena-I1.’’ The SF error~SFE!
was obtained by subtracting SFs from the reference
20.979. The smaller is the absolute SFE, the better is
fused image. It is clear that the SFE is very consistent w
the RMSE. The problem is that there is no reference SF
a realistic image fusion application. On the other hand,
entropy is less sensitive to the detail changes of an im
~refer to Table 1!.

The iterative fusion algorithm,aDWTi, can achieve the
optimal fusion~described by the IQI measurement, para
eters, iterations, etc.! by adapting its parameter settings f
the different input images. TheaDWTi algorithm is obvi-
ously better than any of the noniterative algorithms exa
ined here~including aDWT) judged on the IQI metric or
visual inspection. In addition, theaDWTi is easily imple-
mented to find the optimal IQI by separately varying tw
parameters~see Figs. 4 and 5!, the DWT decomposition
level (Ld) and the wavelet length (Lw), with no more than
037003ical Engineering
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15 iterations. And the number of iterations may be furth
reduced by properly initializing parameters or optimizin
the termination conditions.

The evident drawback of using IQI as the feedback of
iterative fusion algorithm is that the error IQI (5IQIF

21) cannot provide the error direction~requirement 3 in
Sec. 3.3! because the error IQI is always negative. As me
tioned before, SF is a potential metric that can be dev
oped to measure the error direction~see Fig. 14!. We will
report further work on how to use the SF measure as
feedback of an iterative fusion algorithm in a subsequ
paper.

Overall, the iterativeaDWT (aDWTi) produced the
best results in fusing inhomogeneous imagery among
ers. Typically the noniterativeaDWT was the second bes
For off-focus images, both of which have similar brightne
and contrast, the contrast pyramid could yield the best
sion among other seven methods. For night vision imag
where brightness and contrast were very different betw
the two input images, the Laplacian pyramid usually p
duced the third best fused image judged on the IQI met
however, it often caused a visually overshot result in
high-contrast regions@see Fig. 10~d!#.

4.3 Future Work

We plan to extend the definition of SF and develop its u
as feedback of an iterative fusion algorithm. Important
we plan to conduct functional evaluation5 to evaluate fu-
sion performance based on human perceptual performa
and compare the results to those from the quantita
metrics.
Fig. 13 Image fusion with the image pair Lab15 (2203220 pixels) from NV-I2: (a) image A (near IR),
(b) image B (IR), (c) image fused by iterative aDWTi (IQI50.852), (d) image fused by Laplacian
pyramid (IQI50.757), and (e) image fused by regular DWT (IQI50.596).
-10 March 2005/Vol. 44(3)
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5 Conclusions

We presented a new image fusion method, the advan
DWT (aDWT), which incorporated PCA and morpholog
cal processing into a regular DWT fusion procedure. F
ther, theaDWT was developed into an iterative fusion pr
cedure directed by the metric of IQI. We compared t
image fusion performance of six common methods~five
pyramid methods and a regular DWT method! and our
novel methods, theaDWT and the iterativeaDWTi
(aDWTi), based on four important quantitativ
measures—RMSE, the entropy, the SF, and the IQI. O
all, across the four different kinds of imagery, theaDWTi
performed the best, and theaDWT was, for the most part
the second best compared the regular DWT or pyra
methods judged on the IQI metric and visual inspection
the fused imagery. Different image sources vary consid
ably in their intensities, contrast, noise, and intrinsic ch
acteristics; therefore a large challenge for a fusion al
rithm is to perform well across a variety of image sourc
thus,aDWTi and aDWT are very promising to meet thi
goal.
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